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OThis article analyzes news coverage of mass murders in Time and Newsweek for 
the period 1984 to 1991 jbr evidence ofdisproportionate, perhaps politically motivated 
coverage of certain categories of mass murder. Discusses ethical problems relnted to 
news and entertainment attention to mass murder, and suggests methods ofenhanc- 
ing the public's understanding of the nature of murder.' 

On January 17,1989, a homosexual prostitute and drug addict with a 
long history of criminal offenses and mental disturbance, Patrick Purdy, 
drove up to Cleveland Elementary School in Stockton, California. He 
firebombed his car, entered a playground during recess carrying a Chi- 
nese-made AKS (a semi-automatic version of the full automatic AK-47), 
shot to death five children, wounded 29 other children and a teacher, then 
shot himself in the head with a 9mm handgun. 

Initial coverage of Purdy's crime was relatively restrained and only the 
essential details were reported. Time gave Purdy only part of a page in the 
first issue after the crime ("Slaughter in a School Yard," 1989). Newsweek 
gave a page to "Death on the Playground" (Baker, Joseph, & Cerio, 1989), 
and pointed to four prior attacks on school children, starting with Laurie 
Dann. Purdy's photograph was included in the Newsweek article. Newsweek's 
article quoted the authors of a book on mass murder: "There's a copycat 
element that cannot be denied." 

But a week later, Patrick Purdy's name continued to receive press atten- 
tion, and consequently, his fame increased. The front cover of Time showed 
an AK-47 and an AR-15 crossed, beneath an outline of the United States, 
stylized into a jawless skull, entitled, "Armed America." Inside, Church, 
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Cramer 27 
Shannon, and Woodbury's "The Other Arms Race" (1989), which occupied 
slightly more than 6 pages, opened with Patrick Purdy's name. Articles 
referencing Purdy or his crime continued to appear in both Nezusweek and 
Time for many months. 

On September 14,1989, Joseph Wesbecker, a disabled employee of Stan- 
dard Gravure Co. in Kentucky, entered the printing plant carrying an AKS 
and a 9mm handgun. How profoundly similar Wesbecker's actions were 
to Purdy's was shortly detailed by United Press International wire service 
stories, such as Inman's "Wesbecker's rampage is boon to gun dealers" 
(1989b): 

When Joseph Wesbecker, a mental patient, read about the destructive power 
of Patrick Purdy's weapon in a . . . schoolyard massacre in January, Wesbecker 
knew he'd have to have the gun. So he bought an AK-47. . . . He used a picture 
to describe the gun to a local dealer, who ordered it through the mail. Wesbecker, 
police say, was already planning a massacre of his own--one which killed eight 
Thursday and wounded 13. He used an AK-47 on all victims but himself. He 
committed suicide with a pistol. In the same way Wesbecker's interest was 
peaked [sic]-he had clipped out a February Time magazine article on some of 
Purdy's exploits-gun dealers expect a renewed blaze of interest in the big 
gun. "With all the media attention since then," said Ray Yeager, owner of Ray's 
Gun Shop in Louisville, "and all the anti-gunner's attempts to ban (assault 
rifles), the result has been massive  sale^."^ 

How important was the news coverage of Purdy's crime in influencing 
Wesbecker's actions, above and beyond identdying the weapon of choice 
for such an act of savagery? 

Police now believe Wesbecker had begun plotting the suicide rampage for at 
least seven months. Searching Wesbecker's house, police found a copy of a 
Feb. 6 Time magazine detailing mass murders in California, Oklahoma, Texas, 
and elsewhere. A headline underlined by Wesbecker read Calendar of Sense- 
less Shootings. 

The major gun purchases were made between February and May. Initially police 
thought Wesbecker was an ardent gun handler or paramilitary buff, but evi- 
dence indicates his interest in guns was relatively young. 

"We have no information indicating he had a collection of guns, or was even 
interested in them before last year," said Lt. Jeff Moody, homicide investigator. 
"As far as we know he had no formal training in weapon use." (Inman, 1989a) 

This disturbing information about the connection between the Time ar- 
ticle and Wesbecker's actions didn't make it into Time, Newsweek, or many 
newspapers' coverage of this tragedy. The Los Angeles Times, The New York 
Times, and Santa Rosa (CA) Press-Democrat, all left this embarrassing de- 
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2 8 Mass Murder Coverage 
tail, at least embarrassing to Time, out of their coverage. It wasn't a lack of 
space that was responsible for this omission, for this was a front-page story 
in the Los Angeles Times and the Press-Democrat. 

Nor was it that no one in the media saw a connection between 
Wesbecker's reading material and the crime. The Los Angeles Times, the 
Press-Democrat, and The New York Times all suggested a connection between 
Wesbecker's actions and Soldier of Fortune magazine. Wesbecker had taken 
to reading Soldier of Fortune, but none of the articles indicate that Soldier of 
Fortune had been found in such an incriminating position as the Time ar- 
ticle (Harrison, 1989). Apparently, Soldier of Fortune's mere presence in 
Wesbecker's home was an important piece of news, while the marked-up 
copy of Time, left open, wasn't important enough to merit coverage. Of the 
four newspapers examined for coverage, only the San Francisco Chronicle 
included the disturbing connection between Time's coverage and the crime: 

At Wesbecker's home, police found manuals on weapons and a February 6 
issue of Time magazine devoted to mass killers, including Robert Sherrill, who 
slaughtered 14 people in an Oklahoma post office three years ago, and Patrick 
Purdy, who killed five children with an AK-47 assault rifle in Stockton, Calif., 
in January. An AK-47 was the main weapon used by Wesbecker. ("Kentucky 
Killer's Weird Collection," 1989 p. A2) 

Clearly, Joseph Wesbecker was not a healthy, well-adjusted person driven 
to commit his crime simply because of the sensational news coverage. To 
argue this would take away Joseph Wesbecker's personal responsibility 
for his actions. As tempting as it might be to hold Time responsible for 
having indirectly caused this horrible crime, this temptation must be re- 
sisted. The editors of Time might have foreseen the possibility of their cov- 
erage promoting "copycat" crimes, but to use this as a principle of law 
would make it impossible to ever write a factual account of a serious crime, 
without fear of being hauled into a court to answer for the actions of a 
deranged reader. Indeed, even this discussion of the ethical problems could 
be considered inflammatory by such a standard. 

However, even absent a notion of legal responsibility, sensitivity to no- 
tions of some moral responsibility, and awareness of a causal relationship 
should provoke concern among journalists. Joseph Wesbecker, without 
question, was headed toward some sort of unpleasant ending to his life. 
Yet in the absence of the February 6 coverage by Time, would he have cho- 
sen this particular method of getting attention? Wesbecker was under 
psychiatric care at the time, and had already made three suicide attempts 
(Inman, 1989a). Did Time's sensational coverage, transforming the short 
unhappy life of Patrick Purdy from obscurity to permanent notoriety, en- 
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Cramer 2 9  
courage Wesbecker to transform the end of his life from, at most, a local 
news story of a suicide, into a story that was carried from coast to coast? 

Newsweek and especially Time, perhaps for reasons of circulation, per- 
haps for political reasons, have engaged in ethically questionable practices 
in recent years in their coverage of mass murder in the United States. These 
practices were unquestionably a major cause of the murder of seven people 
in 1989, and may have played a role in the murders of others in recent 
years. The actions they took provide a concrete example of a problem in 
media ethics that is at least two centuries old: How much coverage should 
the press give to violent crime? 

There are three related ethical problems that will be addressed in this 
article: 

1. The level of coverage given by Time and Newsweek (and perhaps, by 
the other news media) to certain great crimes appears to encourage unbal- 
anced people, seeking a lasting fame, to copy these crimes-as we will see 
indisputably happened in Joseph Wesbecker's 1989 homicidal rampage. 

2. The quantity of press coverage given to mass murder suggests that 
political motivations may have caused Newsweek and especially Time to 
give undue attention to a particular type of mass murder, ultimately to the 
detriment of public safety. 

3. The coverage given to murder by Newsweek and Time gives the elec- 
torate a very distorted notion of the nature of murder in the United States, 
almost certainly in the interests of promoting a particular political agenda. 

Fame and infamy are in an ethical sense opposites. Functionally, they 
are nearly identical. Imagine an alien civilization that does not share our 
notions of good and evil studying the expanding shell of television signals 
emanating from our planet. To such extraterrestrials, Winston Churchill 
and Adolph Hitler are both "famous;" without an ability to appreciate the 
vituperation our civilization uses to describe Hitler, they might conclude 
that both were "great men." Indeed, they might assume that Hitler was the 
"greater" of the two, because there has certainly been more broadcast about 
Hitler than about Churchill. The human need to celebrate human nobility, 
and to denounce human depravity, has caused us to devote tremendous 
attention, both scholarly and popular, to portraying the polar opposites of 
good and evil. 

The pursuit of fame can lead people to acts of great courage and nobil- 
ity. It can also lead to acts of great savagery. The Italian immigrant Simon 
Rodia, builder of Los Angeles' Watts Towers, once explained that his artis- 
tic effort was the result of an ordinary person's desire for fame, because, 
"Aman has to be good-good or bad-bad to be remembered." ("Simon Rodia, 
90, Tower Builder," 1965). But, for most people, fame isn't as easy as build- 
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3 0  Mass Murder Coverage 
ing towers of steel, concrete, and pottery. Unfortunately, being "bad-bad" 
is easier than being "good-good"as history amply demonstrates. 

In 356 B.C., an otherwise unremarkable Greek named Herostratus burned 
the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus in an effort to immortalize his name. 
That we remember the name of this arsonist, the destroyer of one of the 
Seven Wonders of the World, shows that great crimes can achieve lasting 
fame (Bengston, 1968, p. 305; De Camp, 1963, p. 91; Encyclopedia Americana, 
1963b). Fisher Arnes, a Massachusetts Federalist who sat in the House of 
Representatives from 1789 to 1800, expressed h concerns about this very 
subject in the October, 1801 issue of the Palladium: 

Some of the shocking articles in the papers raise simple, and very simple, won- 
der; some terror; and some horror and disgust. Now what instruction is there 
in these endless wonders? Who is the wiser or happier for reading the ac- 
counts of them? On the contrary, do they not shock tender minds, and addle 
shallow brains? . . . Worse than this happens; for some eccentric minds are 
turned to mischief by such accounts as they receive of troops of incendiaries 
burning our cities; the spirit of imitation is contagious; and boys are found 
unaccountably bent to do as men do. . . . Every horrid story in a newspaper 
produces a shock; but, after some time, this shock lessens. (Allen, 1983, pp. 14- 
15) 

The problem that concerned Representative Arnes remains with us to- 
day as the two 1989 mass murders discussed above, linked by this "spirit 
of imitation" demonstrate. 

Mass murder isn't new to America (or anywhere else) nor is the popular 
horror and interest in such crimes. Consider the following children's dog- 
gerel about the 1892 murders in Fall River, Massachusetts (Encyclopedia 
Americana, 1963a): "Lizzie Borden took an ax and gave her mother forty 
whacks. When she saw what she had done, she gave her father forty- 
onel'(Vol. 4, p. 266). 

As a child growing up in the 1960s, I remember vividly the horror at, 
but also widespread coverage of, the crimes of Richard Speck, Charles 
Manson and friends, and the Zodiac killer. In the mid-1960s) when I must 
have been old enough to have seen newspaper coverage of it (though it 
made no conscious impression on me), Charles Whitman engaged in a 
murderous rampage from a university tower in Texas, killing 16 people 
with a rifle. 

In the 1980s, there were a number of mass murders in the United States, 
and yet the quantity of press coverage for these crimes varied widely. All 
other things being equal, when mass murder is committed in this country, 
we should expect the coverage to be generally proportionate to the nurn- 
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Cramer 3 1 
ber of victims. How do we measure the quantity of press coverage for a 
major crime? The more remote a newspaper is from a crime, the less exten- 
sive the coverage we should expect. As a result, it would not be a meaning- 
ful m.easure of the quantity of press coverage to examine any sort of local 
or even regional newspaper coverage; the coverage of a West Coast crime 
in California newspapers will doubtless be far greater than coverage of a 
similar crime that took place on the East Coast. A more meaningful mea- 
surement is the press coverage given by the national news magazines, such 
as Time and Newsweek. 

An analysis of articles in Time and Newsweek-America's mass circula- 
tion news magazines-shows some interesting characteristics of how mass 
murder in America is covered. For the purposes of this article, any story 
which mentioned a mass murderer, even by referring to his specific crimi- 
nal act, was considered to be "fame" in the sense we defined earlier in this 
article. Even if the story was primarily about some related subject, if the 
mass murderer was mentioned, the entire story was considered as adding 
to that killer's fame. 

Why the entire story? Because a potential mass murderer will consider 
any future story that mentions him to be "publicity." Wesbecker demon- 
strated this by leaving open in his room the February 6th Time article. Al- 
though the article was primarily about gun control and mass murder, it 
included Purdy's name and crime as part of the introduction. 

Attempting to locate stories that refer to these mass murderers is diffi- 
cult, because many of these articles cannot be located by keyword search. 
In the case of mass murderers who used guns, I looked through all the 
articles during the period 1984 to 1991 that were about gun control or mass 
murdt?r, and I included only those that referenced the murderers or their 
crimes. For arson murders, I looked up pieces about arson and fire haz- 
ards. Stories purely about gun control or fire hazards that failed to mention 
these mass murderers by name or action were not included in the analysis. 
For mass murders committed with other weapons, I looked up appropri- 
ate articles about the weapon used, as well as articles about mass murder. 

The criticism could be made that even a brief mention of a mass 
murderer's actions in a larger story will tend to exaggerate the level of 
coverage given to that crime. This is a valid concern, but as long as all 
categories of mass murder receive identical treatment, the results should 
be roughly equivalent. Where an article contained no mention of the mass 
murderer or his actions, and a sidebar article did, only the sidebar article 
was included in the computation of the space given. 

What constitutes mass murder? This is important, because by manipu- 
lative definition of "mass murder," one can prove nearly anything about 
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3 2 Mass Murder Coverage 
the news coverage. Clearly, there is a difference between serial murderers 
and mass murderers, and a difference that makes them non-comparable 
from the standpoint of analyzing the news coverage. The difference is that 
serial murderers commit their crimes over a very long period of time, and 
so each murder is, by itself, a minor story. Also, because serial murderers 
sometimes are successful in making the remains of the victim disappear, 
the only news story is when that serial murderer's actions are finally no- 
ticed. 

Distinguishing Characteristics 
For these reasons, and for the purposes of this article, a mass murder 

has two distinguishing characteristics: 
1. Actions intentionally taken, with the expectation that great loss of life 

will result, or where any reasonable person would recognize that great 
loss of life will result. The component of expecting loss of life, of course, is 
a fundamental part of the question of whether publicity plays a role in 
promoting such crimes. 

For this reason, I have excluded such tragedies as Larry Mahoney's 
drunken driving motor vehicle wreck that caused 27 deaths in May of 1988. 
Mahoney was convicted of manslaughter, so the essential element of pre- 
meditation was lacking, except in the sense that getting drunk and operat- 
ing a motor vehicle is pofenfially quite dangerous ("Convicted. Larry 
Mahoney," 1990). However, including crimes like Mahoney's in this study 
would tend to strengthen my argument that Time and Newsweek give spe- 
cial treatment to firearms mass murderers, since Mahoney received no press 
in Newsweek, and only 0.15 square inches per victim in Time. 

2. The actions causing the loss of life all take place within a 24-hr time 
frame, or the deaths are all discovered within 24 hours. This is an arbitrary 
period of time, of course. It could have been extended to 48 hours, or 72 
hours, however, without significantly widening the bloody pool of crimes 
whose coverage will be studied in this article. 

Many people are quite surprised to find out that there are mass murder- 
ers who kill with weapons other than guns. They are even more surprised 
when they find out that arson mass murder victims in the last few years 
have outnumbered gun mass murders. Why is this a surprise? The reason 
is that press coverage of non-firearms mass murders is almost non-exis- 
tent. As Table 1 shows, arson mass murderers and knife mass murderers 
receive relatively little attention from Time and Newsweek. AS should be 
obvious, there is a very large discrepancy between the amount of coverage 
given to arson mass murders, and mass murderers involving guns exclu- 
s ive l~ .~  Almost nine times as much coverage was given to exclusive fire- 
arms mass murderers, as to arson mass murderers. 
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Cramer 3 3 
- 
Table 1: Square Inches of News Coverage Per Dead Body - 

Month Dead Time Time Neysweek Newsweek Total 
Murderer /Year sa. in. so. in. sa.m. so. in. sa. in. 

Jame!. Huberty 
Sylvia Seegrist 
William B. Cruse 
David Burke 
Robert Dreesman 
Ronald G. Simmons 
Richard W. Farley 
Laurie W. D a m  
Patrick Purdy 
Joseph Wesbecker 
James Pough 
George Hennard 
Firearms Murders 
Firearms Murders 

JulS4 
Nov 85 
Apr 87 
Dec 87 
Dec 87 
Dec 87 
Feb 88 
May 88 
Jan 89 
Sep 89 
Jun 90 
Oct 91 

- - - ~  - 

Exdudinn ~ u r d i  146 700.44 105.35 479.25 50.26 115.61 
RamonSalcido Apt89 7 78.75 11.25 00.00 0.00 11.25 
KnifdGun Murders 7 78.75 11.25 00.00 0.00 11.25 
Hector Escudem Dec 87 96 155.63 1.62 78.75 0.82 2.44 
Julio Gonzalez Apr 90 87 76.63 0.88 00.00 0.00 0.88 
Arson Murders - 183 232.26 2.50 78.75 0.82 3.32 

A large part of this discrepancy, however, is the many articles that men- 
tioned Patrick Purdy's crime. Yet, even excluding all coverage of Patrick 
Purdy's crimes (a very charitable assumption for Time and Newsweek, con- 
sidering the centrality of Time's coverage to Wesbecker 's actions), the square 
inches per dead body for firearms mass murderers is still 4.75 times the 
coverage for the arson mass murderers. 

Mass murder coverage rose dramatically with the crimes of Laurie 
Wasserman Dann and Patrick Purdy and suddenly dived back to the pre- 
Dann levels with the Wesbecker incident. Time, more prone to covering 
firearms mass murders before Dann and Purdy, was the more noticeably 
restrained of the two magazines in its coverage of mass murders after 
Wesbecker. Did someone at Time see the connection between their cover- 
age of Purdy and Wesbecker's bloody rampage? 

Was Wesbecker just one amazing case? Although considerable energy 
has been devoted by the academic community to research on the effects of 
violent entertainment on aggression, a search of the available literature 
suggests that the influence of news coverage on aggression has not been 
examined. The only work even remotely related to this topic is Cairns's 
study (1990) of how television news coverage of political violence influ- 
enced children's perceptions of the level of political violence in Northern 
Ireland. The study made no attempt to determine what effect, if any, this 
news coverage had on levels of violence or aggression among the children 
themselves. 

In the area of entertainment violence, a rich scientific literature exists, 
but serious questions exist as to its applicability to the effects of news cover- 
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3 4  Mass Murder Coverage 
age on adults. Those studies that attempted to evaluate the effects of regu- 
lar televised entertainment violence either explicitly excluded special news 
programs that appeared in prime time (Price, Merrill, & Clause, 1992), or 
implied that only entertainment programs were rated for violence (Harris, 
1992). 

The applicability to adults of the research that has been done regarding 
violent entertainment's effects on children is also a troubling question. 
Wood, Wong, and Chachere (1991) summarized the existing research on 
children, aggression, and media violence and concluded that the results 
demonstrated a statistically significant relationship between media vio- 
lence and subsequent aggressive behavior, but also admitted: 

All of our studies were conducted with children and adolescents, and our re- 
sults may be peculiar to young samples. Children are sometimes character- 
ized as especially susceptible to media impact (cf. Wartella, 1988). However, 
the relation between age and impact may be complex. Hearold (1986) found a 
decline in media effects on physical aggression with age for girls but not for 
boys. (p. 380) 

Similarly, Harris (1992) explains that one of the reasons for her research 
with college students was that "much of the research has been done with 
children and young adolescents. . . rather than adults. . ." Harris' work 
found that the violence of television shows watched "was weakly but sig- 
nificantly correlated with aggression against males. . . and total aggression. 
. ." as measured by surveys of the test subjects (pp. 137-138). A deficiency 
of this study is that the 416 test subjects were all college students and, there- 
fore, possibly excludes those members of the population who are suffi- 
ciently antisocial to have already become involved in the criminal subcul- 
ture. 

Potential Bias 
More troubling about these studies is that a critical reading suggests the 

researchers approached the problems with a goal to prove a particular point, 
and assumptions so heavily loaded as to prevent an accurate assessment 
of the significance or validity of information. 

One rather obvious example is Lester's (1989) study, "Media Violence 
and Suicide and Homicide Rates." This one-page article summarizes two 
reports from the National Coalition on TV Violence. The first report as- 
serted a negative correlation between suicide and violent, top 10 best-sell- 
ing books (apparently in the United States) from 1933 to 1984 and a posi- 
tive correlation to homicide during that same period. The second report 
asserted similar, but not statistically significant relationships between best- 
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Cramer 3 5 
attended films and suicide and homicide. That the National Coalition on 
TV Violence is a less than objective source on this topic should be obvious, 
but this does not preclude it being a valid source. Unfortunately, Lester 
made no attempt to analyze the methods used or critically evaluate the 
significance of these reports. 

There are serious problems proving or disproving a causal relationship 
between television entertainment and violent behavior, and there is no rea- 
son to assume that television news provides any easier opportunity for 
such research. But, even though we cannot prove that the coverage of 
Purdy's crime provoked Wesbecker, the evidence found in Wesbecker's 
home should make managing editors ask themselves, "What should we 
do about this?" The editors of Time should especially ask themselves, 
"Would less sensational coverage of Patrick Purdy have prevented the 
massacre at Standard Gravure? What if we hadn't run the February 6th 
article?" 

The ethical issues here are more than just how coverage of one crime 
causes a copycat crime. Not only did both Time and Newsweek give 
disproportionate coverage to firearms mass murder (relative to other types 
of mass murder), but even relative to other types of murder, mass murder 
is grossly overrepresented in the news magazines. In the years 1987 to 1991, 
a total of 96,666 people were murdered in the United States (Federal Bu- 
reau of Investigation, 1992). Mass murder victims from our sampled ar- 
ticles during this period totaled 318.' Time and Newsweek, in order to give 
equivalent coverage to the other 96,348 murders, would have needed 
693,657.12 square inches, or more than 42 pages per week between them! 

Reasons For More Coverage 
There are reasons why mass murders are given exceptional coverage 

relative to other murders. The most obvious is that in many ordinary mur- 
ders, there is insufficient information to determine who did it, or even who 
might have done it. In 1991,34% of the murders were a complete mystery 
to the police (FBI, 1992, p. 16). The tawdry little details of tens of thousands 
of murders would be mind-numbingly boring, especially without an ex- 
planation of who did it and why; a news magazine that fails to entertain, 
fails to keep subscribers. (A less cynical explanation is that reporters sim- 
ply don't consider these "little" murders to be newsworthy.) 

An example of this approach is Time's "Seven Deadly Days" (Magnuson, 
Leviton, & Riley, 1989a). In this article, Time obtained photographs and 
details of every person killed by a gun in the week May 1 to 7,1989. This 
included not only murders, but also justifiable homicides (both police and 
civilian), suicides, and accidents. Although this could have been a useful 
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3 6 Mass Murder Coverage 
mechanism for providing the sort of balance needed to obtain a more com- 
plete picture of murder in the United States, because it excluded the one- 
third of murders committed with other weapons, the effect was severely 
unbalanced (Magnuson, Leviton, & Riley, 1989b). That the intent was to 
promote restrictive gun control laws was made clear in the article that fol- 
lowed, "Suicides: The Gun Factor" (Magnuson, Leviton, & Riley, 1989b). 

It should be obvious that this problem of balance cannot be achieved 
practically by expanding coverage of the "little" murders. But how can a 
news magazine achieve coverage that conveys the reality of murder in the 
United States? One way would be to either reduce coverage of these very 
atypical firearms mass murders, or dramatically enlarge their coverage of 
more typical murders. In looking through the Reader2 Guide To Periodical 
Literature for the years 1984 to 1991, it became obvious that murders in- 
volving guns were worth coverage in Time and Newsweek, whereas mur- 
ders of equally minor importance to the nation committed with other weap- 
ons were simply not covered. In spite of the 17,489 murders committed 
with knives and other "cutting instruments" in the years 1987 to 1991 (about 
18% of the total murders), notices of these crimes are almost non-existent 
in Time and Newsweek. The same is true for the murders with blunt objects, 
hands, fists, and feet (11,088 in 1987 to 1991, or 11% of the total murders). 

The net result is a very misleading understanding of what sort of mur- 
ders are committed in the United States. My experience over the years, 
when engaged in discussions with journalists, elected public officials, and 
ordinary citizens, is that they are usually quite surprised to find that fire- 
arms mass murder is a rare event and are even more surprised to find that 
more than one-third of U.S. murders involve weapons other than firearms 
(FBI, 1992, p. 17). This misunderstanding doubtless plays a part in the wide- 
spread support for restrictive gun control laws, and the relatively relaxed 
attitude about more general solutions to the problem of violent crime of all 
sorts. 

This problem is not limited to the subject of murder and firearms. Meyer 
(1987) pointed to the problem of how unbalanced reporting of health and 
safety issues in the popular media causes wildly inaccurate notions of the 
relative risks of various causes of death. As an example, a surveyed group 
greatly underestimated deaths caused by emphysema, relative to deaths 
by homicide. Meyer described a study done by researchers at the Univer- 
sity of Oregon, which found "the pictures inside the heads of the people 
they talked to were more like the spooky, violent world of newspaper con- 
tent than they were like the real world" (pp. 155-156). 
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Distorting Effect 
It is important that we recognize that this misleading portrayal of the 

real world is not only an artifact of popular morbid curiosity, which newspa- 
pers must satisfy or lose circulation. It may also reflect what Meyer (1987) 
called, "the distorting effect of perceptual models" (pp. 48-50). In brief, 
journalists (like the rest of the human race) bring certain assumptions to 
their work. Facts that do not fit into the journalist's perceptual model tend 
to be downgraded in importance or ignored. When the facts include sta- 
tistical analysis, at even the most basic level, the primarily liberal arts ori- 
entation of many journalists comes to the forefront, and the perceptual 
model takes precedence. Especially because of the deadline pressure of 
daily or weekly journalism, the opportunity for careful reflection about the 
validity of these perceptual models may not exist. 

How should the news media respond? First of all, let us be clear on 
what is not appropriate: the government taking any action to regulate or 
limit news coverage. Even ignoring the First Amendment guarantee of a 
free press, there are sound pragmatic arguments against giving this sort of 
power to the government. This article asks only ethical questions, not po- 
litical or legal questions. 

Governmental power to decide the "appropriateness" of news cover- 
age of violent crime would almost certainly become a tool for manipula- 
tion in favor of the agenda of the moment. A govemment that sought to 
whip the populace into a frenzy of support for (depending on ideology) 
restrictive gun control laws, reduced protections of civil liberties, or even 
something as mundane a s  higher pay for police, could, and almost cer- 
tainly would, use its power over press coverage of crime to achieve these 
goals. 

The same power, of course, can be used by the news media. Time and 
Newsweek engaged in exactly this sort of manipulative coverage in 1988 
and 1989, attempting to get restrictive gun control laws passed, by exag- 
gerating the significance of f i r e a m  mass murders. What would be the 
practical difference between a system in which the govemment used regu- 
latory authority in this way and the current system? 

The difference is that, even within the current system, diversity does 
still exist. Although three of the four newspapers sampled chose not to 
cover the instructional influence of Time on Wesbecker's killing spree, at 
least the fourth newspaper let its readers know that there was more to the 
problem of mass murder in America than just the availability of guns. In a 
system in which the government held this power and shared the clear goal 
of Time and Newsweek, all four newspapers would have agreed with Time 
and Newsweets coverage of this event. 
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3 8 Mass Murder Coverage 

Public Interest 
Violent crime as entertainment serves no apparent public interest. As 

art or simply as entertainment, amusements that portray violence can per- 
haps be justified. But we must remember that entertainment in the United 
States is a big business, and however much someone may justify slasher 
movies as "art," the real reason is profit. 

In the recent film Grand Canyon, Steve Martin plays a director of "ac- 
tion" movies that contain violence, bloodshed, and lots of weaponry. Early 
in the movie, we see the director watching the studio's cut of his new film. 
He complains that they have cut out an essential piece of the scene: "The 
bus driver's head, brains on the window, viscera on the visor shot." Later 
in the film, after the director is shot and seriously injured by a robber, he 
concludes that his "art" is part of what cheapens and brutalizes life in 
modem America, and he decides that he would rather make quality films 
that promote humanistic values, instead of violent films that degrade the 
viewer. But by the end of the film, the director is reminded by his accoun- 
tant that his "action" movies are very profitable, and the sort of films he 
wants to make won't support him in the sybaritic manner to which he has 
become accustomed. As a consequence, he again defends his films as "art," 
and resumes making bloody, gratuitously violent "action" movies (Kasdan, 
1991). 

Clearly, the writer and director of Grand Canyon were expressing their 
opinion about how profit corrupts people and that violence on the screen 
helps to create violence on the street. (This sort of criticism of the current 
system from Hollywood insiders is especially telling.) Although it is tempt- 
ing to blame the producers of films that glorify violence, it is important to 
recognize that what makes violent entertainment profitable is that the au- 
dience for such films is very large. We have only to recall the popularity of 
the gladiatorial contests in the Circus Maxirnus to see that the purveyors of 
such violent films are, to some extent, captives of popular taste, and there 
is no reason to believe that these tastes are recently degraded. 

However, news coverage of violent crimes does serve the public inter- 
est. How much coverage is necessary? Is it necessary to cover every violent 
crime in the same level of detail? 

In balance, coverage of crimes in our society can be a valuable tool for 
decision malung. In the political realm, the electorate and their representa- 
tives may make rational governmental decisions based on news coverage. 
Individuals, properly informed, can make rational decisions about their 
personal safety. However when the population has been misled, intention- 
ally or not, about the nature of the crimes in a society and the rarity or 
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commonality of those crimes, their decision making will be anything but 
rational. When the coverage is simply endless repetition of apparently 
meaningless tragedies, the numbing effect described by Representative 
Ames earlier in this article undoubtedly takes its toll on the population. 
Such is the situation today. 

Although the public interest may be the justification for the coverage of 
mass murders, profit is almost certainly the real motivation because the 
mass media are in the business of making money. Should the mass media 
ignore mass murders? 

No, because the news media are in grave danger of losing credibility if 
they simply pretend that bad things are not going on out there. To the ex- 
tent that our mass media play a part in acting as a watchdog on govem- 
mental actions, it is necessary that they be a Doberman, not a basset hound. 
Ignoring mass murder would quickly destroy their credibility, simply be- 
cause mass murder, especially in the last few years, seems to be an increas- 
ing part of Western culture. (This problem, unfortunately, is not limited to 
the United States; Canada, Britain, France, Australia, and Switzerland have 
all experienced such incidents recently, in spite of considerably stricter laws 
regulating firearms ownership in most of these countries.) 

The problem of unintentionally promoting mass murder is a serious one. 
How should the mass media determine what is an appropriate level of 
coverage? Is it necessary to cover every such crime? Are there methods of 
discouraging the "shoot your way to temporary fame" approach? Unfor- 
tunately, this problem has not been adequately addressed in existing works 
on media ethics. A review of a number of recent works in this field sug- 
gests that while the general problem of psychological and economic harm 
caused by inaccurate or unethical reporting has been considered in great 
depth, this very severe form of harm unintentionally encouraging mass 
murder has not been specifically discussed. 

Media Induced Harm 
Klaidman and Beauchamp (1987) discussed the issue of joumalistic-in- 

duced harm, but only with respect to damaged reputations and business 
losses. Although Klaidman and Beauchamp also pointed to the problems 
of news organizations that create news events, including the problems of 
international terrorism, the possibility that a journalist's efforts might play 
a part in causing a specific murder is not discussed. Larnbeth (1986), while 
providing a very thorough theoretical model for addressing the ethical is- 
sues of journalism, failed to address this specific problem of media-induced 
harm. Hulteng (1981) sampled the ethical codes of a number of American 
newspapers; he also reprinted the complete text of the codes of ethics for 
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40 Mass Murder Coverage 
the Associated Press Managing Editors, American Society of Newspaper 
Editors, and the Society of Professional Journalists. Although all addressed 
the issue of harm and balance in a general way, none directly discussed 
how coverage of a particular criminal act can lead to copycat crimes. 

Can the news media satisfy both the obligation to accurately inform the 
public about the nature of America's murder problem and the obligation 
to stockholders to keep circulation up, or does the inevitable public bore- 
dom with coverage of the tens of thousands of meaningless "little" mur- 
ders make this an impossible balancing act? 

The tradition of covering some murders in a sensational manner is not 
new. Editors will doubtlessly continue to justify this time-honored (or time- 
worn) tradition based on economic considerations. But in light of the ma- 
jor role that the disproportionate coverage of Patrick Purdy's crimes played 
in the bloody way that Joseph Wesbecker chose to end his life, editors need 
to ask themselves: "How many innocent lives will we sacrifice to boost 
circulation or promote political agendas?" 

Can we develop a code of ethics that resolves this problem? Let us con- 
sider the following as a first draft of such a standard: "A crime of violence 
should be given attention proportionate to its size, relative to other crimes 
of violence, and relative to the importance of its victim. Violent crimes of 
all types should be given attention, relative to other causes of suffering, 
proportionate to its social costs." We must develop a strategy for dealing 
with this problem now before another disturbed person decides to claim 
his 15 minutes of fame. 

Epilogue 
Unfortunately, it happened again. As I was finishing revising this article 

for publication, Gian Luigi Ferri entered a San Francisco law office, mur- 
dered eight people, and wounded six others. When it became apparent 
that he would not escape the building alive, he killed himself. In his brief- 
case he had "the names and addresses of more than a dozen TV shows, 
including 'Oprah Winfrey,' 'Phil Donahue' and even 'Washington Week in 
Review"' (Brazil, Rosenfeld, & Williams, 1993, p. Al). Ferri apparently be- 
lieved that this infamous crime would provide him a platform from which 
to describe his "victimization" by lawyers, real estate firms, and the manu- 
facturers of monosodium glutamate. When we consider the sort of charac- 
ters interviewed on the afternoon talk shows (sometimes characterized as 
"freak of the week), it is only slightly absurd that Ferri thought this brutal 
act would provide him with a national soap box. Local coverage of the 
crime and its aftermath was dramatic, continuous, and heart-rending. 

Two weeks later, in Antioch, California, a suburb of San Francisco, Joel 
Souza murdered his children, then killed himself as an act of revenge against 
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Cramer 4 1 
his estranged wife. When police searched a van that Souza had rented, 
they found a copy of a July 4th newspaper with headlines about Ferri's 
crime. Was the presence of the newspaper a coincidence? Apparently not, 
the newspaper was already a week old when Souza rented the van. Souza 
had been holding on to this reminder of Ferri's fame when he made the 
decision to murder (Hallissy, 1993, p. A18). 

Notes 
I wish to thank the judges of the 1993 Carol Burnett/AEJMC/University of 
Hawaii Student Ethics Competition, Professor Joel Rudinow of Sonoma State 
University, and Professor Preston Covey of Carnegie-Mellon University for 
their constructive criticisms, suggestions, and encouragement. 
Wire service stories are not available in a printed form, because they are not 
intended for direct consumption. Fortunately, I was able to obtain wire service 
stories in their undigested form through Clarinet Communications, a provider 
of telecommunications services to the computer network community. 
Ramon Salcido's seven murders were two with a handgun and five with a 
knife (Rossman, 1989), and for this reason, I have placed them in their own 
mass murder category. Even the very limited coverage given to Ramon Salcido 
by Time was only as part of an article on extradition treaties (Sanders, Kroon, & 
Wyss, 1989). The crimes themselves were not covered by either Time or 
Newsweek. 
It would be nice to have some sort of statistics on the number of such mass 
murders committed during this period, but the FBI Uniform Crime Reporting 
does not, apparently, have a way to categorize such killings. There is a cat- 
egory in "Murder Circumstances by Relationship" labeled "Institutional kill- 
ings," but the numbers are so low for 1991 that they are clearly not referring to 
this category of mass murders (FBI, 1992, p. 19). 
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